BARRACKS WILL BE BUILT IMMEDIATELY

Government Bonifications Contract to Begin Construction on West Side Property

Permanent barracks will be erected immediately at the University. The War Department today authorized the University to commence the building to be erected in the event of the further extension. The building will be of standard type, the first of which will be erected at the University. The court will be utilized as a drill hall.

The barracks will be built on the site of the Maryland River from the University and will be constructed in a standard type. The wood will be built on the site of the Maryland River from the University and will be constructed in a standard type. The wood will be used as a drill hall.

In the first quarter of the year, 1919, there has been a decrease in the number of enrollees in the University. This decrease has been attributed to the reduction in the number of enrollees. In the second quarter of the year, 1919, there has been an increase in the number of enrollees. This increase has been attributed to the increase in the number of enrollees.

The number of enrollees in the University is now 2,500. This number is much smaller than the number of enrollees in the University in 1919. The University has been able to accommodate more students because of the reduction in the number of enrollees.

The University has been able to accommodate more students because of the reduction in the number of enrollees. This has allowed the University to offer more courses and to provide more opportunities for students.

In 1919, the University had a total of 5,000 enrollees. This number has decreased to 2,500 enrollees in the current year. The University has been able to accommodate more students because of the reduction in the number of enrollees.

The University has been able to accommodate more students because of the reduction in the number of enrollees. This has allowed the University to offer more courses and to provide more opportunities for students.
Mental Injuries

A man's health depends on the mind as much as on the body. Yes, the mind is the very foundation of the man. It is where his thoughts are housed, and from which they emanate. A man with a healthy mind is a happy man. He is able to think clearly, to reason logically, and to act decisively. He is able to enjoy life and to live it fully. But a man with a sick mind is a miserable man. He is unable to think clearly, to reason logically, and to act decisively. He is unable to enjoy life and to live it fully. He is always in a state of sorrow and despair.

We must all work to keep our minds healthy. We must all work to keep our minds strong. We must all work to keep our minds happy.

We can do this by doing what we love. We can do this by doing what we are good at. We can do this by doing what we believe in.
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WHAT OTHERS THINK

"OH, YOU MILITARY KID" (From Old Oaken Bucket)

How dear to my heart are the scenes on the campus
When I see you watch S. A. T. C. review.

If only Fred had never been and never lived
Could be set aside I'd select something new.

I'd change my short skirts for the knee length hose
And the hat and the coat on me would look well.

I'd have a life of it, a sober and simple role
The spin wouldn't hurt, but I'd have my loved drill.

I'd be busiest in service, no good to the nation
But still in the joints and accidents in the hall.

They say it's a fad; it is passing and of the people
I'd change my short skirts for the knee length hose.

"O, YOU MILITARY KID"

"O, YOU MILITARY KID"

Mr. Young was an instructor in the University of Wisconsin, A. B. degree from Harvard in 1908 an A. M. and in 1912 a Ph. D. from the University of Wisconsin. Since that time he has been secretary of the Western University of Nashville, Tenn., and has been connected with Beloit college, the University of Idaho, and the University of Wisconsin. He attended Harvard together and later with Mr. Hindt attended the Sorbonne in Paris. Mr. Hindt is now in active service in France as an orderly and private for the army of the United States. Mr. Young declared, "for as early as I can remember, I was interested in French. I have been interested in French the last two years."
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F. W. WOOLWORTH & CO.
VISIT OUR MUSIC DEPARTMENT
The Latest Hits -- 10c a Copy
124 SOUTH CLINTON

THE BEAUTY SHOP
Shampooing Hair Dressing Electric Scalp Treatment Face Masks Foot Bath
Mrs. L. E. Kennedy, Proprietor
21 E. K. Washington
Phone 1681

NON LEAKABLE O'BRIENS JEWELRY STORE
SELF FILLING

SPEIDEL BROCH CLOTHES
122 EAST WASHINGTON

FOUNTAIN PEN SALE
O'BRIENS JEWELRY STORE
$1.25

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
ON THE CORNER

Text Books and Supplies
WATERMAN CONKLIN SHARPFER
 Fountain Pens

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

Don't delay an hour. Call up 10 and give us your coal order today. Then you'll be safe.
From the college of applied artillery, Camp Hancock.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICE AVAILABLE

EXCUSE US. PLEASE

WANT ADS

BAYE (for a line or crameak: 25¢, express or 2. 15¢ by telegrams, want old in ad-

wanted, a good musical instru-

wanted—Boarded by the week.

wanted—Student girl to do work for

lost—Cameo fountain pen must be

sent to Bray's office.

TO SELL—Two large front rooms

sent for gilt. Call B 214 0.

lost—A 1500 box pine diamond

finder, call S 325 Reward

lost—Rings of pltt between num-

bers 1000 and 1004. Lestern re-

ward.

lost—Pit plott arrow, found near

prairie, property of R. Call S 743 10.

MANY FACULTY MEN ARE IN THE SERVICE

From the Department of English: Gordon W. Davis, lieutenant, staff of

Gen. Pershing; Henning Larsen, lieut-

tenant, assistant military usherette; Amos Scott, Christiana, Nor-

way; Walter L. Price, lieutenant, 

archivist, Camp Hancock.

From the college of applied sci-

ences: A. W. Heiman, instructor,
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